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wall covering

The LISTEC LI 15 aluminum decorative profile is designed for ceramic tile 
wall coverings. The unique squared section perfectly aligns with modern 
rectified tile edges. Due to the 5/16’’ (8mm) profile thickness and interlocking 
plastic spacers, the strip profile is adaptable to any tile thickness over 9/32’’ 
(7mm). Internal and external corners may be finished with SQUAREJOLLY, 
ROUNDJOLLY or KERAJOLLY joint profiles, avoiding 45° mitered corners. 
For information on the plastic spacers (LIA) see page 126.

LISTEC LI 15:
1.   Elegantly finishes bathroom interiors with a modern, minimalist design.
2.  Adapts to all tile sizes and finishes, eliminating the need for special tile 

elements.
3.  Combines fast and easy application with state-of-the-art detailing.
4.  Available in a wide range of surface finishes. 
5. The plastic spacers (LIA) adapt the profile to fit 3/8’’-15/32’’ (10-12mm) 

tile thicknesses. 

LISTEC LI 15 A*  Anodized Aluminum
This profile has a resistant matte silver (AS), copper (AR) or titanium (AT) 
coating, providing a modern and affordable complement to ceramic tile wall 
coverings.  Also available in a sophisticated brushed silver (ASS) finish. 

LISTEC LI 15 A*B Polished Aluminum
This profile has a resistant silver (AS), copper (AR) or titanium (AT) coating.  
For elegantly-refined settings, this profile is available in bright polished chrome 
(ASB), gold (AOB), titanium (ATB), copper (ARB), brightly sanded silver (ASGB), 
brightly-sanded aluminum(ASXB), brightly-sanded champagne (ACXB), 
brushed silver (ASS) and brightly-brushed silver (ASSB).

LISTEC LI 15 AT* Aluminum wooden effect
Innovative and elegant, wood-colored finishes are available in bleached oak 
(ATRS), wengé (ATWE), teak (ATTK), and oak (ATTRO).

 H = in    mm Art.
Material: 
Extruded Anodized Aluminum
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AS/AR/
AT/ASS/

ASB/AOB/
ARB/ATB/

ASGB/ASXB/
ACXB/ASSB/
ATRS/ATWE/
ATTK/ATRO

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Copper (AR), Titanium (AT), 
Silver brushed (ASS), 
Bright polished chrome (ASB), 
Bright polished Gold (AOB), 
Copper bright polished (ARB), 
Bright polished titanium (ATB), 
Silver grinded bright polished 
(ASGB), Silver sanded bright 
polished  (ASXB), Champagne 
sanded bright polished (ACXB), 
Silver brushed bright polished 
(ASSB), 
Oak Bleached (ATRS), 
Wengé (ATWE), Teak (ATTK), 
Oak  (ATRO)

Length: 8’10’’ (2.70meters)
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